Kerala govt plans mass campaign against antibiotic misuse

PORT BLAAR, OCT 22/— Keeping its commitment of not allowing antibiotic misuse against illegal activities, the staff of PPC CYM, along with the FDA, conducted a raid near PSK Belo Port Office. Dholepatil police station, Jodhpur. The raid resulted in the seizure of six pharmacies. As a result, four persons have been arrested and seven others have been questioned.

Gambling den busted at Dollygunj

PORT BLAAR, OCT 22/— Keeping its commitment of not allowing antibiotic misuse against illegal activities, the staff of PPC CYM, along with the FDA, conducted a raid near PSK Belo Port Office. Dholepatil police station, Jodhpur. The raid resulted in the seizure of six pharmacies. As a result, four persons have been arrested and seven others have been questioned.

Normal activities remained normal after the general strike called off at Aminabad Marynayak School in Ancharganj. on the occasion of holy festival.

Car crashes into tree

2 Men killed, wife critical

KOKRA, OCT 22/— A man died and his wife and two children were critical when the vehicle hit a tree after they tried to escape from an oncoming car in Kokra on Monday. The accident occurred near the Kokra police station at about 2 p.m. The man, identified as Rameshwar Kumar, was pronounced dead at the scene of the accident. His wife, identified as Lata Devi, and their two children, identified as Rameshwar and Mamata, were admitted to the Kokra hospital in critical condition.

4 held for smuggling drugs

BAILA, OCT 22/— Three persons were arrested by GST officials at Aminabad and Mandoom police stations in the Aminabad area for smuggling drugs. The accused, identified as Rajesh, Rakesh, and Vinod, were arrested from their residence in Aminabad. They were in possession of 100 grams of ganja, which they were trying to smuggle to Delhi.

Two years after PM inaugurated hospital, govt nurses still working in shift system

A hospital in Doha, Qatar, which was inaugurated by Prime Minister Narendra Modi two years ago, is still functioning in a shift system, even though nurses were promised permanent jobs at the time of inaugurating the hospital. The nurses have been working in a shift system for the past two years, and they are still waiting for permanent jobs.

REVISED SEA SUKHNAYEE

All the sailing is subject to weather conditions

BANGALORE, OCT 22/—
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Laying out his vision for the new capital city, the Prime Minister had said that the work on the new capital city would start from 2018 and be completed by 2022. He had also said that the new capital city would be a model of sustainable development and that it would be a city of the future.
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